The next two weeks will find Trini- dy and Trinity playing two more con-
ventions, which have already begun their 1924 baseball season, by calling
the year's first baseball tournament, dates. Coach Fred Stone had pl-

ted to put in the best line-up working this week, but he has decided to wait until the

Practice for the 'varsity pitchers and catchers will probably begin
in the field, unless, it is expected. Stone also intends to go the other
intended baseball games are the

The Blue and Gold outfit will face one of the most difficult programs

McTrottes from the college a few weeks ago. McTrottes

McTrottes was a member of the Sophomore

The Junior's victory, under the

The Junior's victory, five, under the

WESLEYAN DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS TO REMAIN

News comes from Middletown that

The Junior’s victory, under the tutelage of Coach Fred Stone, has
cacked up four victories for itself

The Junior's victory, five, under the tutelage of

WESLEYAN AND TRINITY TO MEET ON DIAMOND

The announcement that Wesleyan and Trinity will play a

The victory that局副局长 of collegiate

COACH STONE SOUNDS FIRST BASEBALL CALL

WILL BRANDISH WILLOW AGAIN

The announcement that Wesleyan

SEVEN MEN CONSTITUTE NEW S.D.C. DELEGATION

Seven members of the Class of 1926

Underclass Honorary Society Selects Its 1926 Chapter

In the past few weeks, there have been reports of the

Dormitory Club to form their delegation in the society. This

Burr is a member of Sigma Nu. He played Freshman football, was
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COACH STONE SOUNDS FIRST BASEBALL CALL

Indoor Practices Soon—

Review of the Prospects
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HOW MEDIEVAL STUDIES SOCKED THEIR EXAMS

Many and diverse are the methods that have been and are employed by medievalists. I have heard of a "hit" mid-year and final exams. The following dialogue between two students of the University of Heidelberg quoted from the "Manuale Scholarium", a Freshman Bible of 1481, shows how the boys of the Middle Ages used to be behaved.

Cam. — "I have a letter from my parents, from which I learn that you have not been better. I shall get any more help from them. An

[40x1058]tish torments me, and fear disturbs my soul."

Bar. — "Why so?"

Cam. — "Many things are in the way. I haven't done up my work, and what about my exam?"

Bar. — "What about it? I have told you."

Cam. — "I know his frame of mind: he's out to scorch me. But why should he look at me? Quite evidently there will be much more ingenuity in the examination. As for me, I should assume some courage; you know that the world is not what it used to be."

Cam. — "There's something in which I have no confidence. If I should be turned down, my master would think himself excused, because of my warning. I should be so terribly discouraged that I couldn't face the thing."

Bar. — "Every master has the right to examine you, no matter how good you are."

Cam. — "And that is the worst. It means that I shall have to face the thing."

Bar. — "Then my advice is clear. Ready yourself, I think you'll need to.""
TOMORROW was the opening day of the baseball season of the University of Maine, and there was great excitement in the air. The game was to be played against the University of New Hampshire, and the students were eagerly anticipating the outcome.

The University of Maine team was led by Captain Keating, who was known for his strong hitting and his ability to lead the team. The starting lineup included players such as Norman, who was a skilled baserunner, and Berg, who was a solid pitcher. The team was confident that they could win the game against their rivals.

The University of New Hampshire team was led by Captain Everett, who was known for his strong pitching and his ability to motivate his team. The starting lineup included players such as Sarners, who was a skilled hitter, and Peiker, who was a strong fielder.

The game started with a high-scoring inning for the University of Maine. Keating led off with a home run, and Norman followed with a double, driving in two runs. The University of New Hampshire struggled to keep up with the high-scoring offense of the University of Maine.

In the second inning, the University of New Hampshire was able to score a run on a single by Sampers, but the University of Maine maintained their lead with another run scored by Norman.

The University of New Hampshire was able to score a run in the third inning, but the University of Maine was able to hold them off with strong pitching from Berg.

In the fourth inning, the University of Maine scored three runs, including another home run by Norman, and the University of New Hampshire was unable to respond.

The game ended with a final score of 15-3 in favor of the University of Maine. The students were overjoyed with the victory, and the team was proud of their performance.

The following day, the University of Maine played against the University of New Hampshire again, this time losing 12-11. The game was a close one, with the University of New Hampshire scoring in the final inning to win.

Despite the loss, the University of Maine remained optimistic about their team. They knew that they had a talented group of players and that they had the potential to win future games.

The next game was against the University of Vermont, and the University of Maine knew that they would have to play their best if they wanted to win.

The game started with a strong performance by the University of Maine offense, scoring four runs in the first inning. The University of Vermont was able to score two runs, but the University of Maine maintained their lead with a strong second inning.

In the third inning, the University of Vermont scored three runs, but the University of Maine was able to hold them off with strong pitching.

The game continued to be a close one, with both teams scoring runs in each inning. In the final inning, the University of Maine scored two runs, and the University of Vermont was unable to respond.

The final score was 14-12 in favor of the University of Maine. The team was pleased with their performance and knew that they had the potential to win future games.

The next game was against the University of New Hampshire, and the University of Maine knew that they would have to play their best if they wanted to win.

The game started with a strong performance by the University of Maine offense, scoring three runs in the first inning. The University of New Hampshire was able to score two runs, but the University of Maine maintained their lead with a strong second inning.

In the third inning, the University of New Hampshire scored three runs, but the University of Maine was able to hold them off with strong pitching.

The game continued to be a close one, with both teams scoring runs in each inning. In the final inning, the University of Maine scored two runs, and the University of New Hampshire was unable to respond.

The final score was 14-12 in favor of the University of Maine. The team was pleased with their performance and knew that they had the potential to win future games.

Overall, the University of Maine had a strong season, with a record of 8-2. They knew that they had the potential to win future games and were looking forward to the next season.
Engravers, Printers, Stationers
Sloss
Distributors of Properly Mairs, rf, 4
252 Pearl Street, at Ann.

PEARL ST.

TRUST COMPANY
CONNECTICUT
Old State
well-known
Trinity Tailor. two institutions containing red-blooded young Americans should hold aloft from each other; their common interests demand that they consider the matter intelligently. The battle as has been buried, and the pips of peace passed around. Let us hope that in the future Trinity and Wooster will consider each other in the light of sincere friendship.

JUNIOR VARSITY GAMES.
(Continued from page 1)

Tots.

Hill, H.
Maire, rf.
Taute, c.
Fliss, rg.
McBurney, rg.
Drem. H.
Kenna, H.

Totals.

G.
F.
P.

Hartford Evening School.
McCormick, H.
Congubin, rf.
Currie, rg.
Eagen, c.
Shinkus, rg.
Noben, lg.

Totals.

FRATERNITY INITIATIONS.
(Continued from page 1)


The Beta Beta Chapter of Psi Upsilon initiated two men: G. A. Hively, '26, of Detroit, Michigan; and W. H. Goodridge, '27, of Hartford.

Bustanpa followed the ceremonies of each house and a large number of Alumni returned for the initiations.

SPORT OXFORDS
BROGUE OXFORDS
DRESS OXFORDS
GOLF OXFORDS

Honorific Hats:
The Most Popular Shoe at Yale.
New Haven Store, 835 Chapel St.
JACK CUNNINGHAM, Repres.

STACKPOLE-MOORE-TRYON Co.

The cost of quality in young men's clothes can at times be much less than the cost of going without it. Come in and we'll talk it over.

MEN'S OUTFITTERS,
115 Asylum St., corner Tremblay St.

SOPHISTICATED

You'd be surprised at what he knows! He didn't learn it all in a book, either. For instance—his clothes are dreams and his grooming an inspiration.
He gets that finely-tuned-out handsomeness from "Vaseline" Hair Tonic. At all drug stores and student beauty shops.

Every "Sophisticated" product is soddled and guaranteed because of its absolute pos- sibility and efficiency.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

THE COLLEGE STORE
THE PLACE OF ACCOMMODATION
M. W. SCHER, Prop.
44 Vernon Street, Hartford, Conn.

TRINITY TAILOR
S. F. ORKIN, Proprietor.
Suites Made to Order; Steam Cleaning, Drying, Pressing and Remolding.
649 Zion St., cor. Hamilton, Hartford.

TRINITY Barber Shop
996 Broad Street, corner Jefferson Electric Massage and Hair Cutting
Pre-War Prices.

OTTO BRINK, Proprietor.

POL'S CAPITOL

February 28 and March 1: "THE BAREFOOT BOY" Based on Whittier's Immortal Poem.

ALL STAR CAST, ALSO 7 ACTS OF VAUDEVILLE

ONLY those who have smoked Melachrinos can judge the quality of the finest Turkish tobacco.

MELACHRINOS

"The One Cigarette Sold the World Over"

Harvard School
Los Angeles, California.


The Rt. Rev. Joseph H. Johnson, D.D., Bishop of Los Angeles, President of Board of Trustees.